Retain Rain Water

02.07.1913

Rain

Rain Greatly
Needed

06.23.1916

Rain

Rain At Last

09.14.1917

Rain

Unprecedented
Fall of Rain During
Week

08.25.1921

Rain

Rain Gauge in
Every Utah City is
New Paln

09.06.1923

Rain

Refreshing Rain
Comes

07.31.1924

Rain

Heaviest Rain of
Year Does
Damage at Moab

09.03.1925

Rain

Two Inches of
Rain

10.15.1925

Rain

Immense Benefit
Will Result from
Big Rain

05.27.1926

Rain

Southeast Utah
Vastly Benefited
by Soaking Rain

06.30.1927

Rain

Snow and Rain
Bring Touch of
Winter Weather

05.30.1929

Rain

Where the Rain
Goes

05.27.1937

Rain
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Do you you that an inch of rain means
approxiamtely 112 tons of water to every
acre of land?
the unusual amount of wind
no rain "throughout the entire summer"
nearly 3 inches of rain have fallen at Moab
since Saturday evening
the need for more detailed rainfall data has
long been apparent

.93 inches of rain

1.36 inch rainstorm; 2 3/4 inches of rain in a
week
2.01 inches of rain between October 4 and
October 14

1.85 inches [springtime]

1.62 inches

the entire lower part of the valley is
submerged [by the river]
Tests show that whereas as much as 96
percent of rain falling on open fields runs off,
less than 1 percent of the rain that falls in an
oak forest wastes away

Heavy Rain
Breaks Long
Drouth Period

07.18.1940

Rain

Nearly Two Inches
of Rain Fell in a
Week

09.26.1940

Rain

Rare June Rain
Visits
Southeastern Utah

06.08.1944

Rain

Rain-Making is
Considered by
Local Stockmen

02.15.1951

Rain

Rain-Making
Costs Given

09.08.1951

Rain

Stockmen and
Ranchers Plan to
Close RainMaking Contract

04.05.1951

Rain

County Set for
Rain Making

04.12.1951

Rain

Rain Company to
be Formed

04.19.1951

Rain

Fine Rain Breaks
Protracted
Drought

08.30.1951

Rain

13 Southern Utah
Cunties Join in
Rank-Making
Project

11.29.1951

Rain

Dr. Krick to Report
on Rain-Making
Project

02.07.1952

Rain
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1.17 inches

1.84 inches

1.07 inches
the possibility of increasing our precipitation
from an average of 9.8 inches per year to
atleast 18 inches per year
in addition to guaranteeing a 100% increase
in precipitation…

cloud-seeding project in the county
Grand County Cattle and Horse Growers'
Association and Water Resources
Development Corporation of Pasadena,
California
to organize a non-profit corporation to
handle the rain-making project

temperatures and precip for a week

to seed clouds passing over the target area
with silver-iodide crystals
Dr. Irvin P. Krick, rainmaker…meeting [for
the] people of southern Utah who
contributed some $96,000 to carry on the
cloud-seeding project

"rain-Making" Will
Probably Again Be
Tried Out in
Southern Utah in
1952
Rain-Makers
Again on the Job
in Southern Utah
for Coming 1952
Season
Rain Contract
Again Signed
Tax Levy for RainMaking is
Considered
Development of
"Rain-Making"
Program
Explained by Dr.
Krick

03.13.1952

05.29.1952

Rain
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Rain
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06.05.1952

Rain

06.09.1952

Rain

06.19.1952

Rain

Approve Rain
Making Levy

07.10.1952

Rain

Flick of Switch
Gives Farmers
Upper Hand in
Controlling Rain

07.17.1952

Rain

Rain-Making
Study Grant Gven
to University

10.16.1952

Rain

10.22.1953

Rain

05.06.1954

Rain

Beliee It Or Not it's Wet in Grand
County - Two
Inches of Rain Fell
Muscle Molls
Gave Up As Rain
Came to Dusty
Moab
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a large majority of the folks who attended
the "rain-makers" meeting…came away with
still a big question in their minds as to
whether or not the cloud seeding program…
had been worth the money
a generator is capable of injecting 30
quadrillion silver iodide particles into the
atmosphere every minute and in one hour
can seed clouds in 30,000 square miles of
atmosphere
another year…at a cost of $80,000

a tax value of one mill on the dollar
valuation

one of a series of articles explaining the
process

the program should be properly designated
as "rain-increasing"

article on automated sprinkler systems
initial grant of $3,600 has been given to
UofU for a study of the efficincy of rainmaking techniques
2.04 inches during the week...a 44 day dry
spell was broken

1.40 inches this weekend

Rain-Making
Flops, Says utah
Report

09.15.1955

Rain

3-Day Rain Brings
1.09 Inches;
Floods Damage
Homes, Crops

09.05.1957

Rain

Record Rain
Drenches Area

04.13.1961

Rain

Surprise Rain
Shocks Valley

07.15.1965

Rain

Rain, Floods Rock
Moab Again This
Wet Year

10.21.1965

Rain

Moab Flooded by
Over Inch of Rain
in 1 Hour Monday

08.15.1968

Rain

Heavy Rain Friday
Causes Some
Flooding In Area

09.04.1969

Rain
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cloud seeding conducted in southern Utah
since 1951 has shown no detectable
increase in precipitation during that period
flash floods across southeastern Utah

two storms totalling 1.37 inches

1.02 inches
Floods, costing Moab City an estimated
$1,500 for repair work, roared down Mill and
Pack creeks
photographs of downtown flooding

1.21 inches on Friday

